Tariff Industry Assistance (Advertisement) Notice No. 1988/46-continued

Tariff Item

4802.52.01

Description of Goods

not less than 140g/m²; excluding offset printing paper

4802.52.01

Mould made drawing cartridge paper and mould made water

colour cartridge paper

4802.52.01

Tinted cover paper weighing not less than 120g/m², being

paper of a kind normally used as a soft cover for books,

brochures and the like:

EXCLUDING:

White and near white shades commonly described as off

white, ivory, cream and similar descriptions, with an ISO

brightness of 60% or more

4802.52.01

Tinted offset printing paper, tinted photocopying paper

and tinted bond paper:

EXCLUDING:

White and near white shades commonly described as off

white, ivory, cream and similar descriptions, with and ISO

brightness of 60% or more

4802.52.01

Tub sized, air dried drawing cartridge weighing not less

than 120g/m²

4802.52.01

Uncoated, supercalendered, mechanical magazine paper, in

sheet form, of a substance ranging from 55g/m²

to 65g/m², for use in printing

4802.52.01

Watermarked bank and bond paper in sheets

CURRENT APPROVAL

Index, Ivory, Bristol, Antique and similar printers boards

REQUESTED APPROVAL

Index, Ivory, Bristol and similar printers boards; excluding

offset printing paper

4802.52.01

Mould made drawing cartridge paper and mould made water

colour cartridge paper

4802.52.01

Tinted cover paper being paper of a kind normally used as

a soft cover for books, brochures and the like:

EXCLUDING:

White and near white shades commonly described as off

white, ivory, cream and similar descriptions, with an ISO

brightness of 60% or more

4802.52.01

Tinted offset printing paper;

EXCLUDING:

White and near white shades commonly described as off

white, ivory, cream and similar descriptions, with an ISO

brightness of 60% or more

4811.39.00

Filter paper, resin impregnated

4819.50.00

Round cardboard tablet boxes

5003.20.00

50/50 nylon/rayon, urethane backed water repellent fabric

6913.90.09

Ceramic ornaments with a F.O.B. value exceeding $100.00

Section XV

CURRENT APPROVAL

Plugs, clips and similar fittings, peculiar to use by

builders for fixing articles to concrete or plaster

EXCLUDING

Drop in Masonry Flush Anchors, Stainless & Mild Steel

Concrete Inserts, Stainless & Mild Steel

Self Drilling Masonry Anchors

Section XV

REQUESTED APPROVAL

Plugs, clips and similar fittings, peculiar to use by

builders for fixing articles to concrete or plaster

EXCLUDING

Drop in Masonry Flush Anchors, Stainless & Mild Steel

4 mm

8 mm
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6 mm